Considerations around changing policy regarding condom thickness

The following points present themselves for consideration as individual gay men or those involved in condom distribution decide what thickness of condom to favour.

Reasons for sticking with ‘extra strong’ condoms:

- A conviction that ‘extra strong’ condoms are less likely to fail during anal intercourse than ‘standard’ ones.
- A concern that future research could ultimately show a difference in failure rates between condom types of such an order as to make the difference worth the risk.
- A concern that changing long-established advice might mean men stop believing health promoters’ messages.
- Some men feel a psychological benefit in using condoms they perceive to be stronger. If ‘standard’ condoms are promoted would men feel uneasy, especially if they subsequently experienced failure?

Reasons for promoting ‘standard’ condoms

- A conviction that ‘standard’ condoms are no more likely to fail during anal intercourse than ‘extra strong’ ones (and that, on balance, current research demonstrates this).
- The thinner ‘standard’ condom the more acceptable it is to the condom wearer in terms of sensation.
- Condom use may increase, especially among men who dislike ‘extra strong’ condoms.
- Men will be encouraged to no longer view ‘standard’ condoms as unsuitable or unsalable.
- Men already choosing ‘standard’ condoms will no longer be outside official safer sex guidelines.
- Gay men can use with confidence condoms distributed free to the ‘general population’.
- ‘Standard’ condoms are more widely available to buy in retail outlets and are cheaper to buy for both gay men and condom distributors.
- Greater product choice as contoured, ribbed and differently sized condoms all come in ‘standard’ strength (although some ‘novelty’ condoms are not suitable for sexual use).
- Users are not identifiable as homosexually active as when using ‘extra strong’ condoms.
- Brings UK into line with North America and Australasia, creating a common condom message in much of the English-speaking world.

Although the consensus around condom thickness has broken down, one belief unites all health promoters, namely,

‘Any condom is better than no condom’

There are currently plans among academics in the field of health promotion and health promoters themselves for a comprehensive literature review of existing research into condom thickness and anal intercourse. There is also the possibility that new research will be commissioned.

Notes

[1] It is even possible that in some organisations selling gay men that ‘standard’ condoms cannot be used at all for anal sex: ‘Novel’ condoms cannot be used for anal sex as they are not strong enough’ from Outzone gay men’s project’s website.
[4]Italy: Chrisolo-Mondo-Welt safer sex leaflet; Spain: Spa-Des Faes, Barcelos leaflet for gay and bisexual men; Germany: Deutsche AIDS-1001 web site; Woman AIDS-165 web site; Dresden AIDS-165 web site; Austin: Stop AIDS Stay Safe leaflet web site.
[5] Edward King, prominent within Terrence Higgins Trust as its condom policy was being formulated, cites Dallas research as published in the January 1987 issue of AIDS, which found that ‘extra strong’ condoms, along with conventional condoms, were more likely to tear during anal sex, compared to condom failures measured during阴道 intercourse. The June 1987 letter from the Terrence Higgin’s Trust Policy Group was still split over whether the Trust should recommend and sell condoms in any circumstances. ‘Imported in Michael Carter’s AIDSSMART website article of June 2002; Think or White’
[6] ‘Any condom is better than no condom’

Terms used

- In this briefing paper thicker condoms are referred to as ‘extra strong’, thinner condoms as ‘standard’. Although ‘strong’ and ‘extra strong’ might imply that other condoms are weak and therefore more likely to fail during sex, these terms are employed because:
  - a) gay men and health promoters have traditionally used them to describe condom types.
  - b) manufacturers use these terms when marketing condoms.

The USA Condom Standard and World Health Organisation condom specification prescribe condom thickness but neither the global standard ISO 4074 nor European EN 800 prescribe thickness as such. EN 600 prescribes a breaking force for ‘extra strong’ condoms to be much higher than for ‘standard’ condoms, which in effect necessitates rubber around 0.089mm thick.

How tested in the laboratory, ‘extra strong’ condoms are usually ‘stronger’ than their ‘standard’ equivalents in so far as they withstand greater pressure. This testing of condom integrity under laboratory conditions was developed before studies of condom integrity during real sex acts were conducted. Several studies, including Geroﬁ et al(11), have concluded tensile properties as measured in manufacturers’ tests are unrelated to condom breakage during actual intercourse. In fact, in the absence of a proven link between tensile strength and condom breakage in vivo, both the WHO speciﬁcation and ISO 4074 do not prescribe tensile strength measurements. However, the current European Standard prescribes a minimum tensile breaking force of (100 newtons) for ‘extra strong’ condoms.

Condum thickness

The long-held consensus has ended among UK HIV health promoters that ‘extra strong’ condoms should be recommended to gay men for anal intercourse. Some agencies now advise that there is no need to use ‘extra strong’ condoms. Others say ‘standard’ condoms are acceptable if ‘extra strong’ ones are not going to be used.

Many organisations are reassessing their position on condom thickness. This reappraisal has been triggered by research published in 2001 by Golombok, Harding and Sheldon of City University in London(12), in which efficacy of both ‘extra strong’ and ‘standard’ strength condoms during anal intercourse between men was investigated. No difference was observed in condom failure rates between the two types of condom.

How condom thickness is measured and tested

Research shows that, used properly and consistently, condoms are highly effective at preventing transmission of many STIs, including HIV. Condom quality has improved over the last 30 years, with modern condoms safer than ever before. Condom thickness is measured either in millimetres or microns, with, confusingly for consumers, both – or rather, either – used to describe thickness by retailers and manufacturers. A micron is equivalent to one-millionth of a metre (or one thousandth of a millimetre). ‘Standard’ condom thickness is around 0.07mm or 70 microns. The thinnest condoms available of reliable quality are around 0.04mm. Most manufacturers now produce ‘standard’ condoms with an average thickness of about 0.07mm. To be called such, ‘extra strong’ brands must be around 0.09 mm to conform to European standards. The first world-wide condom quality control standard was introduced in 1990 (International Condom Standard ISO 4074) – a European revision of this was agreed on in 1996 (EN 600).
Condom Testing

When testing condoms samples from each batch are subjected by manufacturers to quality control tests under laboratory conditions. A small proportion are allowed to fail but a batch is rejected if this number exceeds above the international standard’s agreed benchmark.

Manufacturers can use four tests to ascertain condom integrity:

1. Electrical screening
   Two electrical screening methods are used: a ‘wet’ test measures electrical conductivity between the inside and outside of the condom - those with low resistance are rejected. A ‘dry’ test uses a voltage ten times greater to detect holes or very thin areas.

2. Water tests
   Condoms are filled with water, suspended for 3 minutes, and inspected for leaks before being rolled by hand on absorbent paper to show invisible leakage. However, filling and suspending with water does not reproduce the force a condom is subjected to during intercourse. Also, rubber thickness varies in a condom, being thicker at the closed end than towards the open end’s rim, which water tests are less able to gauge.

3. Tensile strength tests
   This involves stretching, to over seven times its initial girth, a piece of rubber cut from midway down the condom. Its extension at breaking point and the force used are measured. For regular condoms this is around 39 newtons, for ‘extra strong’ condoms this is 100 newtons, the weight equivalent of 3.9kg and 10kg respectively. Tensile strength can be measured on condoms both before and after being subjected to temperatures of 70°C for several days.

4. Air tests
   This involves inflating a condom with 16-18 litres of air (the European standard may prescribe a higher air pressure for ‘extra strong’ condoms). Air testing is carried out both before and after condoms have been subjected to several days at temperatures of 70°C. Air tests measure the strength of a much larger proportion of the condom than tensile strength tests where only a small piece of the condom’s rubber is stretched.

The historical background to the issue of condom thickness

Why are ‘extra strong’ condoms promoted to gay men in the UK?

Condom use among gay men pre-dates the emergence of AIDS; in the US some gay men first began using condoms to avoid hepatitis infection. Initially, ‘standard’ condoms were promoted to prevent HIV transmission, just as they had been to prevent hepatitis infection. To this day ‘standard’ condoms remain the only type promoted in North America and Australasia. In many parts of Europe (at least in those where there was an alternative to ‘standard’ condoms) a consensus against the thinner condom type formed.

The message of many European organisations was not only that ‘extra strong’ condoms were more reliable during anal sex but that ‘standard’ condoms should not be used due to a perceived increased likelihood of failure.

The promotion of ‘extra strong’ condoms was not a UK phenomenon. Today a glance at Internet sites and health promotion materials indicates that being promoted by agencies in, amongst others, Italy, Spain, Germany, Austria and the Netherlands. In Dutch-speaking Belgium one agency, Antwerp’s AIDS Team, acknowledges in its safer sex material that it has changed its message, with ‘standard’ condoms now recommended as suitable. This change occurred in response to the research of Golombok, Harding and Sheldon mentioned earlier.

Why different stances prevail in different parts of the world remains the subject of speculation; few documents exist among men choosing ‘extra strong’ brands it is 100 newtons, the weight equivalent of 3.9kg and 10kg respectively. Tensile strength can be measured on condoms both before and after being subjected to temperatures of 70°C for several days.

The crux of the debate remains; is there a difference in failure rates between ‘extra strong’ and ‘standard’ latex condoms during anal intercourse? There are surprisingly few reliable studies on condom use for anal sex (whether heterosexual or homosexual) and even fewer comparing ‘standard’ brands with ‘extra strong’ ones. Not surprisingly, there is a difference in failure rates between ‘extra strong’ and ‘standard’ condoms - a thinner Australian brand and a stronger Swiss one.

No significant difference in condom failure rates is noted among gay men when comparing the UK to a country where ‘standard’ condoms are used. The 2000 National Gay Men’s Sex Survey in the UK (a country where ‘extra strong’ condoms are promoted) records 13.3% of men reporting failure during insertive anal intercourse. The 2001 Men in Health survey in Australia (where ‘standard’ condoms are promoted) records 12.7% of Australian men (insertive or receptive) reporting failure.

The most recent research, the Golombok, Harding and Sheldon study, is a large double-blind, randomised, controlled trial of 283 gay couples in which the performance of 1,269 ‘standard’ and 1,278 ‘extra strong’ condoms was recorded. Each couple (who were not previously using condoms) received lubricant and either nine ‘standard’ or nine ‘extra strong’ condoms, with identifying packaging removed. Many see this study as particularly robust in its methodology compared to earlier studies. The study found that once inappropriate use was removed there was no significant difference in visible condom failure between one brand of ‘standard’ condom (Durex Gossamer) compared to an ‘extra strong’ brand (Durex Ultra Strong) - a 2.5% failure rate for ‘extra strong’ compared to 2.3% for ‘standard’. Its authors concluded:

‘...gay men no longer need to be encouraged to buy, or be provided with, extra strong condoms, as failure rates did not differ between the two different types of condoms’.

Inexperience with condoms has frequently been identified in systematic reviews of research as the key factor in condom failure, with individual contributory factors identified as:

- lack of or insufficient lubrication on both penis and anus
- use of oil-based and not water-based lubrication
- use of saliva as lubrication
- unrolling condoms before putting them on
- longer duration of intercourse
- longer penis length
- and condoms too small or too big for the wearer.

Golombok, Harding and Sheldon found condom thickness not a contributing factor. Richters and Kippax suggest addressing any of the above factors would probably reduce failure rates more than changing condom type (even if any difference were to be identified by further research).

Research evidence about condom thickness

‘The crux of the debate remains; is there a difference in failure rates between ‘extra strong’ and ‘standard’ latex condoms during anal intercourse?’ There are surprisingly few reliable studies on condom use for anal sex (whether heterosexual or homosexual) and even fewer comparing ‘standard’ brands with ‘extra strong’ ones. Not surprisingly, there is a difference in failure rates between ‘extra strong’ and ‘standard’ condoms - a thinner Australian brand and a stronger Swiss one.

To better understand the promotion of ‘extra strong’ condoms it may be useful to consider the conjecture around the reasons for it. The points that follow are speculative.

Inexperience with condoms has frequently been identified in systematic reviews of research as the key factor in condom failure, with individual contributory factors identified as:
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- use of oil-based and not water-based lubrication
- use of saliva as lubrication
- unrolling condoms before putting them on
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- longer penis length
- and condoms too small or too big for the wearer.

Golombok, Harding and Sheldon found condom thickness not a contributing factor. Richters and Kippax suggest addressing any of the above factors would probably reduce failure rates more than changing condom type (even if any difference were to be identified by further research).

The promotion of ‘extra strong’ condoms was not a UK phenomenon.
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No significant difference in condom failure rates is noted among gay men when comparing the UK to a country where ‘standard’ condoms are used. The 2000 National Gay Men’s Sex Survey in the UK (a country where ‘extra strong’ condoms are promoted) records 13.3% of men reporting failure during insertive anal intercourse. The 2001 Men in Health survey in Australia (where ‘standard’ condoms are promoted) records 12.7% of Australian men (insertive or receptive) reporting failure.

The most recent research, the Golombok, Harding and Sheldon study, is a large double-blind, randomised, controlled trial of 283 gay couples in which the performance of 1,269 ‘standard’ and 1,278 ‘extra strong’ condoms was recorded. Each couple (who were not previously using condoms) received lubricant and either nine ‘standard’ or nine ‘extra strong’ condoms, with identifying packaging removed. Many see this study as particularly robust in its methodology compared to earlier studies. The study found that once inappropriate use was removed there was no significant difference in visible condom failure between one brand of ‘standard’ condom (Durex Gossamer) compared to an ‘extra strong’ brand (Durex Ultra Strong) - a 2.5% failure rate for ‘extra strong’ compared to 2.3% for ‘standard’. Its authors concluded:

‘...gay men no longer need to be encouraged to buy, or be provided with, extra strong condoms, as failure rates did not differ between the two different types of condoms’.

Inexperience with condoms has frequently been identified in systematic reviews of research as the key factor in condom failure, with individual contributory factors identified as:
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- unrolling condoms before putting them on
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